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	Visual C++ 6: The Complete Reference, 9780078825101 (0078825105), McGraw-Hill, 1998
This book opens with a tour of how to use the sixth version of Microsoft's compiler. The author surveys the compiler's features and tools (including a reference to every available menu option) and discusses the basics of installing it and getting it up and running.
 Next the authors introduce the basics of the C and C++ programming languages. They present dozens of short, effective sample programs (for the command line) for many basic programming topics, such as using variables, classes, file, and console input/output (I/O). Wherever possible, the authors compare C and C++. Several chapters (such as the one on using macros and conditional compilation) provide invaluable material on "gotchas" that await would-be C++ programmers.

 After laying down introductory material on using C with Windows, the authors move toward Microsoft Foundation Classes (MFC). They show basic programming techniques, including how to use newly enhanced tools, such as AppWizard and ClassWizard, in Visual C++ 6. Following are some simple MFC samples and some useful material on building custom ActiveX controls and even Active Template Library (ATL) controls (which are easier to build with Visual C++ 6). 

With its patient--and effective--presentation of C++ language fundamentals, Visual C++ 6: The Complete Reference is one of the best titles for programmers who are moving from C to C++ and Windows. --Rich Dragan
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Mastering Reverse Engineering: Re-engineer your ethical hacking skillsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Implement reverse engineering techniques to analyze software, exploit software targets, and defend against security threats like malware and viruses. 

	
		Key Features

		
			Analyze and improvise software and hardware with real-world examples
	
			Learn advanced debugging and patching...




		

Metaheuristic Optimization: Nature-Inspired Algorithms Swarm and Computational Intelligence, Theory and Applications (Studies in Computational Intelligence, 927)Springer, 2020

	This book exemplifies how algorithms are developed by mimicking nature. Classical techniques for solving day-to-day problems is time-consuming and cannot address complex problems. Metaheuristic algorithms are nature-inspired optimization techniques for solving real-life complex problems. This book emphasizes the social behaviour of insects,...

		

Data Fusion: Concepts and IdeasSpringer, 2012

	This textbook provides a comprehensive introduction to the concepts and idea of multisensor data fusion.

	It is an extensively revised second edition of the author's successful book: "Multi-Sensor Data Fusion:

	An Introduction" which was originally published by Springer-Verlag in 2007.

	The main changes in...





	

Demystifying Switching Power Supplies (Demystifying Technology)Newnes, 2005
This book is intended for those who need to understand how a switching power supply works. I intend to provide enough information so you can intelligently specify a custom off-line supply from a power supply manufacturer. You should also gain enough information to be able to design a DC–DC converter. I have included basic analog design...

		

Apache Essentials: Install, Configure, Maintain (Pioneering Series)Friends of Ed, 2004

	Apache is the most widely used web server on the Internet today, and that comes as no surprise—it’s open source and therefore free of charge, not to mention gloriously extensible. And it’s much more secure than other web servers.


	So you’ve picked this book up and youre wondering what exactly makes it...


		

Process Improvement with CMMI® v1.2 and ISO StandardsAuerbach Publications, 2008
In this age of globalization, process improvement practitioners must be able to comprehend and work with the different standards and frameworks used around the world. While many systems and software engineering organizations rely on a single standard as the primary driver of process improvement efforts (CMMI®-based process improvement in the...
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